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Planning, Byelaws and Dimensional Co-ordination !3ectional Committee, BDC 10 

FOREWORD 

This Indian Standard ( Second Revision 1 was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards on 
7 February 1989, after the draft finalized by the Planning, Byelaws and Dimensional Co-ordination 
Sectional Committee had been approved by the Civil Engineering Division Council. 

This standard was first published in 1960 and revised in 1976. The present revision has been under- 
taken with a view to updating its contents. In this revision, building design and construction aspect 
has been incorporated in detail covering fire safety. The site location aspect has also been modified. 

Libraries of all types are expanding at an enormous rate. Increase in demand for documents, official 
policy and increase in literacy make this process inevitable. Since the development of new library takes 
several years, the stock to be accommodated on the opening day, therefore, will be larger than was 
estimated when the planning started. Therefore, it. is absolutely essential to estimate the areas of the 
library building at a given future date and relate the requirements to that date. The additions and 
alterations later are likely to cause fire hazards. 

The recommendations made in this standard may not, however, ~meet all the situations that may 
arise in ‘individual cases and it may become necessary to ~deviate from the provisions of this standard 
or suitably adapt them to meet such situations. 

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the 
final value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test or analysis, shall be rounded off in 
accordance with IS 2 : 1960 ‘Rules for rounding off numerical values ( revised )‘. The number of 
significant places retained in the rounded off value should be the same as that of the specified value in 
this standard.   
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DESIGN OF LIBRARY BUILDINGS - 
RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO ITS 

PRIMARY ELEMENT-S 

( Second Revision ) 

1 SCOPE 

1.1 This standard covers the recommendations 
relating to primary elements in the design of 
library buildings. 

c) College Library ( CL ), and 

d) School Library ( SL ). 

NOTE - Recommendations relating to Primary 
elements in the design of school library buildings 
are separately covered in IS 8338 : 1976. 

1.2 This standard does not provide recommenda- 
tions for the types of libraries for special classes 
of users, such as, library for the blind, field library 
( military ), etc, for which requirements will -have 
to be separately worked out. 

4.3 Institutional Library ( IL ) ( Other than Aca- 
demic Library ) 

2 REFERENCES 

2+l The Indian Standards listed in Annex A are 
necessary adjuncts to this standard. 

a) Library of a Research Laboratory ( RLL ), 

b) Industrial Research Library ( IRL ), 

c) fiynment Departmental Library ( GDL ), 

d) Library for Professional Institutions ( LPI ). 

3 BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN 4.4 Dormitory Library 

3.2 This standard has ‘open access’ libraries in 
view as the design for, ‘open access’ will also suit 
the ‘closed system’ whereas the converse is not 
true. A note on basic principles of design is given 
in Annex B indicating the factors to be taken into 
account in the design of a library building. 

NOTE-The essential function of a dormitory 
library is to store readinq materials weeded out by 
any smgle large library and,‘or by different service 
libraries in a region or a state. It is not a service 
library. Whenever any reading material stored in a 
dormitory library is required by a reader, it will be 
sent on to his service library. 

5 LOCATION 
4 CLASSIFICATION OF LIBRARIES 

4.0 For the purpose of this standard, libraries 
have been grouped into the following categories. 

4.1 Public Library ( PL ) 

a) National Library ( NL ), 

b) State Library ( SL ), 

c) City Library ( CL ), 

d) District Library ( DL ), and 

e) Branch Library ( BL ). 

NOTE - Librachine or mobile or travelling library 
is covered separately in IS 2661 : 1978. 

5.1 The proper location of a library will substan- 
tially influence the extent to which its services 
will be made-use of by the reading public. The 
location of a library should be such that it is con- 
veniently accessible to those it is designed to 
serve. The,site selected for building should satisfy 
the following norms: 

a) Adequate separation ( about 10 m ) should 
preferably be available between the 
building and the other neighbo#uring 
buildings. 

b) The site shall not be in the immediate 
neighbourhood of any hazardous 
occupancy. 

4.2 Academic Library ( AL ) 

a) University Library ( UL ), 

b) Departmental Library ( DL ), 

C) The site shall abut on a road of not less 
than 12 m width. One end of the road shall 
join another road of the same width and 
the road shall not have a dead end. 
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d) Adequate supply of watar is assured for 
fire ‘fightine purposes. 

e) A public fire brigade is within easy 
running distance from the site. 

5.2 The following general considerations shall 
apply in regard to the location of different kinds 
of libraries. 

5.2.1 Public Library 

A public library shall be centrally situated along 
with other community buildings. 

52.2 Academic Library 

An academic library shall be located centrally 
with respect to class rooms, research rooms and 
laboratories. There shall be convenient access from 
these for the library. 

52.3 Institutional Library 

An institutional library shall be located centrally 
with respect to the work places of its members. 

52.4 Dormitory Library 

A dormitory library may be located in an area 
where land is inexpensive and available for future 
extension. It shall have unobstructed access all 
the year round from the service library concerned. 

6 SIZE OF LIBRARIES 

6.1 The size of different libraries wiH vary with 
the volume of the service to be rendered. 

7 ROOMS REQUIRED IN EACH TYPE OF 
LIBRARY 

7.1 Essential rcoms required to be provided for 
different types of libraries are given in Table 1. 
The size of the rooms shall dependupon the actual 
requirements in each case. The general require- 
ments for sizes are however given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Rooms Required for Different Types of Libraries 

( Cluzrses 7.1 and 7.3 ) 

Sl Room Normally Separate 
No. 

(1) 

i) 
ii) 
iii) 

iv) 

v) 
vi) 

vii) 
viii) 

ix) 

x) 
xi) 

xii) 
xiii) 

xiv) 

xv) 
xvi) 
xvii) 

xviii) 
xix) 

xx) 

xxi) 
xxii) 

(2) 

Smk room 

C.ltnlogue room 
General reading room 
Periodicals reading room 
Special reading room 
Research cubicles 

Group study room 
Seminar room 
Conference room 
Exhibition room 
Librarian’s room 
Deputy librarian’s room 
Technical staff room 
Administrative staff room 

Committee room 
Display space at entrance 

Night watchman’s room 
Microfilm reading room 
Document reproduction room 
Computer cell room 

Audio-visual room 

Store room 
‘R’ indicates required. 

I--’ indicates not required. 

--- 
Public Library 

h -- 
NL 

(3) 

R 

R 

R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 

SL 

(4) 

R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
K 
R 
R 

CL 

(5) 

R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
.- 

R 

R 

DL BL’ 

(6) 

R 
R 
R 

- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
- 

R 

R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
- 

R 
- 

R 

R 

(7) 

R 
R 
R 

- 
- 
- 

- 

- 
- 

R 
- 
- 
- 

- 
- 

R 
- 
- 
- 

- 

R 

Academic 
Library 

~_‘h___ 
UL 

(8) 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 

R 
- 

R 

R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

- 

- 

DL’ 

(9) 

- 

-- 

R 
- 
- 
- 

-- 
- 
- 
- 

- 
-- 
- 
- 

- 
- 

- 
- 
- 
- 

- 

R 

Institu- Dormi- 
tiokal tory 

Library Library 

(10) 

R 
R 
R 
R 
- 
- 

- 

- 

R 
R 
R 

- 

- 

R 
R 
R 
- 

R 

(111 

R 
- 

- 

- 
- 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 
- 

R 
- 
- 
- 
- 

R 
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7.2 Where necessary, two or more users may be 
accommodated in one room depending upon the 
size and the kind of library and the intensity to 
its use. 

7.3 Additional rooms may be added to those given 
in Table 1 to meet special needs, such as, repro- 
graphy, music library, map library, etc. 

8 ORIENTATION OF LIBRARIES 

8.1 For orientation, reference shall be made to 
IS 7662 ( Part 1 ) : 1974. 

9 CIRCULATION 

9.1 Each floor of the library building shall be at 
one single level to facilitate the movement of book 
trolley from one part to another. Thresholds shall 
not be provided anywhere inside the building. 

9.1.1 The movement of the book trolley from one 
tier to another where there are three or more 
tiers in the stack room, should be through elect- 
ric lifts provided within the stack room with 
landing at every tier of the stack room and at 
other connected adjacent rooms. In large libraries 
where quick mechanical carriage of books and 
related materials are required, special arrange- 
ments, such as, pneumatic tubes and belt conve- 
yors may become necessary. This may require to 
be considered at the initial stages of design of the 
library and its building. 

9.1.2 The rooms shall be arranged in such a way 
that the staff other than those servicing the read- 
ing room shall not-have to pass through the read- 
ing room disturbing the readers. 

9.2 Control Region 

Entrance to the ltbrary building and exit from it 
shall be only through the counter enclosure in the 
general reading room at the point of ~entrance 
from the entrance lobby. 

9.2.1 The control region shall be so arranged as 
not to permit any contact between a person in 
the reading room and a person in the entrance or 
exit gangway. 

9.3 All the other open areas resulting between the 
stack room and the wings of the main building 
shall be properly enclosed with a view to ensuring 
the safety of books. 

10 RELATIVE POSITIONS OF ROOMS 

10.1 The stack room should be so placed that it 
is easily accessible from and proximate to every 
part of the library. 

IS 1553 : 1989 

10.2 The catalogue room should be like an ante- 
room to the stack room on the way from the 
general reading room to the stack room. 

10.3 The general reading room should be close 
to the entrance. 

10.4 Periodicals room may be further removed 
from the general reading room. But independent 
access to it shall be possible when the other 
rooms in the library are closed. 

10.5 Special reading rooms may be still further 
removed from the general reading room.. 

10.6 The librarian or the deputy librarian should 
have his room in close proximity to the general 
reading room. 

10.7 The rooms of the technical and administra- 
tive staff should be placed in close proximity to 
the rooms of the librarian and the deputy 
librarian. 

10.8 The technical staff shall have independent 
access to the stack and ‘catalogue areas. 

10.9 The cubicles, the rooms for group study, the 
committee room, etc, may be in a separate wing 
or a separate floor. 

10.10 The exhibition room may be combined 
with the entrance lobby or placed as close to it 
as possible. 

11 SIZES OF ROOMS, GANGWAYS AND 
POSITION OF GAKGWAYS 

11.1 Gangways 

Gangways are not only essehtial for efficient 
functioning of the library but also to allow easy 
access/passage to firemen to various parts of a 
room/building. The minimum clear width of 
gangways shall be as follows: 

a) Longitudinal gangway not less than 1 m, 

b) Cross gangway not less than 1’35 m, and 

c) End ‘gangway ( between the end wall and 
nearest row of racks/reading table ) not 
less than 1’325 m. 

11.1.1 All gangways shall be maintained clear 
without any obstruction whatsoever, at all times. 
No books, records or furniture or any other 
article shall be placed in a gangway. 

11.1.2 A tvpicil arrangement of gangways is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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FIG.I PARTLAYOUTOFSTACKROOM(ILLUSTRATIVE) 

11.2 The dimensions of stack room should be as 
follows ( see also Fig. 1 ): 

a) Clew Length in Metres, 1’80 n + 3’10 
where n is the number of rows of book 
racks*. 

*Each unit book rack 2 m long may be assumed to 
house 700 to 750 volumes and 1 m2 of stack room 
area may be assumed to house 150 volumes. 

I- 

NOTES 

I The centre-to-centre distance between consecu- 
tive racks is 1.80 m ( on the basis of 0*45m of rack 
depth phrs 1.35 m ofcross gangway width ). 

2 The distance from an end wall of the stack room 
to the centre of the nearest row of racks is 1’55 m 
( on the basis of 1-325 m of the end cross gangway 
plus O-225 m of half rack depth ). 
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b) Clear Width 

1) 3 m ( on the basis of &l rack, 
plus one longitudinal gangway 
close to a longitudinal wall; 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5 m ( on the basis of 2 racks, each 2 m 
long plus one longitudinal gangway of 
1 m ) close to a longitudinal wall; 

8 m ( on the basis of 3 racks, each 2 m 
long plus two longitudinal gangways of 
I m each ) close to each of the longitu- 
dinal walls; and 

10 m ( on the basis of 4 racks, each 2 m 
long plus two longitudinal gangways of 
1 m each ) close to each of the longitu- 
dinal walls. 

2 m long 
of lm) 

NOTE - Three metres and five metres width are 
generally used only in the case of stack spaces as 
the stack room and the reading room may be com- 
bined into a single room in such cases. 

1 
W W W CI Vf W 
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D 
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c) Clear Height 

Floor to ceiling, 2’40 m. 

NOTES 

1 The height of the rack is 2.20 m and allowance 
for bay guides is 0.20 m. 

2 The stack room should be combined with neces- 
sary devices for effective ventilation. 

11.3 Reading Room 

The average area per reader in the reading room 
should be 2’33 m2, Min. An illustrative layout of 
the reading room is shown in Fig. 2. 

NOTE -The size of the reading table as shown in 
Fig. 2 is 24 m x O-6 m. The centre-to-centre, dis- 
tance between two consecutive rows of reading 
room tables is l-8 m with seating arrangement on 
one side of the table only. 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
cl 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
cl 

W 

16-O ___- 

W = windows. 

All dimensions in metres. 

FIG. 2 ILLUSTRATIVE LAYOUT OF READING ROOM 
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11.4 The sizes of the other rooms shall normally 12.2.1.4 Each stack room shall be so oriented as 
be as follows: to avoid direct sun ( through windows, etc ), 

a) 

b) 

4 
4 
4 

For Use of 

Librarian and deputy 
librarian 

Classifier, cataloguer, 
accession librarian and 
maintenance librarian 

Secretary to the librarian 

Visitor’s room 

Administrative and pro- 
fessional staff not at ser- 
vice points and other than 
those mentioned in (b) 

f) Group discussion room 2 per person 

g\ Conference room 2 per person 

h) Sen$nar room 2 per person 

j) Committee room 2 per person 

k) Cubicles 7 per person 

Area 
m2 

30 

9 per person 

9 

15 

5 per person 

11.5 Dimensions of rooms other than those 
mentioned in 11.2 to 11.4 are _to be determined 
according to local needs. 

12 BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

12.1 Building design and construction should 
take into account the following aspects specially 
to ensure fire safety at the design and construc- 
tion stage itself. The site shall be large enough to 
ensure that: 

4 

b) 

c) 

adequate passageway ( not less than 6 m 
wide ) and clearances required for fire 
appliances to. enter the premises is pro- 
vided; the width of the main entrance shall 
be not less than 4’5 m; if an arch or co- 
vered gate is constructed, it shall shave a 
clear head room of not less than 5 m; 

Separate open spaces are available to park 
cars and/or other vehicles in addition to 
( a ); and 

a clear passageway of 6 m width is main- 
tained contiguous to and around the build- 
ing. 

12.2 Building Design 

12.2.1 Stack Room 

This is the most important and valuable feature 
of any library. It is, therefore, essential that it is 
suitably compartmented, both horizontally and 
vertically, to ensure that fire in any compartment 
cannot spread to other compartments. 

6 

12.2.1.2 Relative position of each stack room, 
vi.%a-vis other rooms or buildings, shall be such 
that any fire outside the stack room cannot 
spread to it. 

12.2.1.3 Where the stack room has several tiers 
of racks, each tier shall be separated from the 
succeeding one by a non-combustible floor. The 
intervening floors must not have any apertures 
in them. Any arrangement where the book racks 
extend through several floor levels and the stack 
floors are merely platforms, which provide a 
walkway through the stacks and result in slot- 
like openings between the stacks and the walk- 
ways, shall be strictly avoided to prevent rapid, 
uninterrupted upward spread of a possible fire. 

12.2.1.4 Each stack room shall be divided into 
compartments so that no single compartment 
shall have a floor area exceeding 400 m”. Where 
possible, the area of each compartment may be 
further reduced. 

12.2.1.5 Each compartmentation wall shall be 
entirely of non-combustible construction with a 
fire resistance rating of not less than two hours. 
No opening shall be providqd in any compart- 
mentation wall except for a door, if unavoidable. 
In all such cases, the door shall be a self closing 
fire/smoke check door with a fire resistance tat- 
ing of not less than one hour. 

12.2.1.6 Windows in the side walls of the stack 
room shall be opposite each cross gangway. Each 
window shall be provided with glazed shutters 
and additionally protected w~ith wire fabric. The 
wire fabric shall be of suitable mesh to prevent 
squirrels, rats, etc, from passing through. The 
glazed shutter, when-fully open, shall not project 
jnto the gangway. 

12.2.1.7 Each stack room shall be at the same 
level as the test of the floor served by it. 
The stack room shall not be provided with any 
threshold. 

12.2.1.8 In multi-storeyed buildings where lift(s) 
may be required for vertical movement of 
books/records, the lift(s) shall be electrically 
operated with landing at each level in the stack 
room. The lift(s) shall have solid non-combu- 
stible doors w’iith a fire resistance rating of 2 
hours and shall not be used as passenger lift(s). 
Where passenger lift(s) are required, these shall 
be installed separately and away from the stack 
rooms. 

12.2.1.9 Stack room shall be so designed that it 
cannot get flooded and rain water cannot enter 
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it through windows, ventilators, etc. The 
room shall be damp-proof. 

12.2.1.10 All services, such as, lighting and elec- 
trical fittings, air-conditioning, sound insulation, 
etc, as may be necessary, shall be considered at 
the initial stages of design of the library and its 
building. 

12.2.2 Reading Room 

As far as possible, the reading room shall be 
designed to admit natural light but where this is 
not possible, adequate iliumination shall be pro- 
vided to enable readers to use the facility without 
any strain on their eyes and also without any 
glare. Consideration may be given to the installa- 
tion of fixed table lights. If any reading room is 
accessible directly from the outside, all windows 
and ventilators shall be provided with wire fabric 
of suitable mesh to prevent rats, squirrels, etc, 
from passing through. In addition, glazed shutters 
shall also be provided. 

12.2.3 Cataloguc Room 

Because of its importance and proximity to the 
stack room, it is essential that the various design 
aspects given for stack room are also complied 
with for the catal<)guc room. 

i2.2.4 O&r Rooms 

Other rooms may be located according to conve- 
nience of use in relation to the day-to-day 
working. Some examples are given here. 

12.2.4.1 Rooms in pfoximity of or directly com- 
municating with the catalogue room and the 
stack room shall he fitted with self-closing fire/ 
check doors of not less than 1 h rating. 

12.2.4.2 All windows and ventilators in the rooms 
accessible from outside shall be provided with 
wire fabric to prevent books, periodicals, etc, being, 
passed out through them. 

12.2.4.3 Canteen for the readers and the staff 
shall preferably be placed in an independent buil- 
ding well separated from other buildings. Where 
this is not possible, the canteen kitchen shall be 
isolated from the adjoining rooms by fire resisting 
walls of not less than 2 h rating, fitted with self- 
closing fire check doors of not less than I h 
rating. In any .case, the canteen shall not be 
placed in proximity of the catalogue.and the stack 
rooms. 

12.2.5 Compoutld 

A compound with adequate open space all round 
the buildings shall be provided to ensure adequate 
separation of buildings from the adjoining 

IS 1553 : 1989 

property and adequate space for internal roads, 
car park, water sources for fire fighting and an 
incinerator. 

12.2.5.1 Entry gate to the compound shall have a 
clear width of not less than 4’5 m. 

12.2.5.2 Paved access-ways shall be provided 
within the compound to enable vehicles to have 
access to parking areas and fire appliances to 
have access to water sources and the various 
buildings in the complex. Each of these access- 
ways shall be not less than 5 m in width. Turn- 
ings shall be widened and hard standing(s) 
provided, where necessary, to ensure easy mano- 
euvrability of fire appliances. 

12.2.5.3 Parking area for cars and,‘or other ve- 
hicles shall be placed well away ( not less than 
6 m clear ) from any building. 

12.2.5.4 Location of the incinerator, shall be well 
away from any building or adjacent property. 
Where necessary, a suitable fire resisting enclosure 
of suitable height shall be provided for the incin- 
erator to ensure its fire separation from buildings. 

12.2.5.5 Paved surface shall be provided up to a 
distance of 3 m around each building so as to 
prevent the growth of grass or other vegetation 
in that area. 

12.2.6 Undergrout?d and Windowless Buildings 

Buildings or portions of buildings that are 
completely underground, or largely so, or are 
windowless, or are completeiy ventilated by 
mechanical means do offer advantages in control- 
ling temperature, humidity and air pollution but 
such buildings pose special problems for fire 
extinguishment and life safety in the event of a 
fire. The problems are accentuated if there is a 
failure of power supply which may impair the 
lighting and ventilation system. Such buildings 
are, therefore, not recommended. 

12.2.6.1 Where it is unavoidable to house library 
in buildings identified above, the following pro- 
visions shall be made: 

a) 

b) 

cl 

d) 

Alternative means for safe venting of heat 
and products of combustion, 

Adequate roof ventilation, 

Means for safe emergency evacuation of 
persons who may be present in the build- 
ing at the time of a fire, 

Means of access for the fire brigade to the 
fire area. Consideration may be given for 
this purpose to the provision of ‘knock- 
out’ panels, located to permit direct access 
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to well-maintained aisles within the build- 
ing. 

e) Automatic fire detection and alarm system, 
and 

f) Automatic sprinkler system ( in addition 
to the automatic fire detection system ). 

12.3 Building Construction 

Building/compartment of a building for housing 
books/valuable; vital and permanent records shall 
have a fire resistance equal to not less than that of 
Type-I construction, as specified in IS 1642 : 1988 
and shall comply with the following minimum 
requirements: 

4 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Use of combustible materials shall be ayoid- 
ed in the construction of the building/ 
compartment .or any portion thereof, in- 
cluding the floor, roof, lining, surface finish, 
doors and windows. 

Each compartment/room for storage of 
books/records shall be effectively segregated 
from other compartments/rooms and from 
other portions of the building, both laterally 
and vertically. For this purpose, openings 
between floors in multi-storeyed buijdings 
shall be protected so that a fire on one 
floor cannot spread to the floors above or 
below. Stairways, lifts and cable/pipe 
shafts shall be. properly enclosed or pro- 
tected so that openings do not detract from 
the ability of the floor assembly to resist 
passage of fire. The separating walls/en- 
closures, including enclosures for all verti- 
cal openings, such as, stair-wells, shall have 
a fire resistance of not less than that of 
Type-I construction, as speciEed in IS 
1642 : 1988 with all openings protected by 
Ere check doors of not less than one hour 
Ere resistance. 

Floors/stagings in storeyed buildings or 
specially built records facilities shall not 
be grated or perforated because such cons- 
truction aids the rapid vertical spread of 
fire. 

Roofs of buildings/compartments housing 
books/records and floors of storeyed record 
storage facilities shall be leakproof. Cn the 
latter case, adequate drainage must be 
provided at all floor levels to prevent accu- 
mulation of water durinp fire fighting 
operations, 

13 OTHER SERVICES AND AMENITIES 

13.1 Water closets,. urinals, wash basins and 
other similar faclhties shall be provided in 

-accordance with the requirements laid down in 
IS 1172 : 1983. 

13.2 Adequate provision should be made for 
canteen, rest rooms for the readers and the staff, 
parking area, first aid room, etc, where necessary. 

13.3 Suitable provision for suspending bay guides 
from the ceiling of each tier of the stack room 
should be made. 

For example, at a depth of about 50 mm from the 
ceiling of each tier of the stack room and at a 
distance of about 50 mm from both sides of a 
row of book racks, a rod may be run from wall 
to wall of the stack rooms, so that frames hold- 
ing the bay guides may be suspended and slid 
along. 

13.4 Requirements for the use of library for 
night reading, where needed, may be kept in view 
iyhen rl;signing a library. 

13.5 Adequate consideration shall be given to 
protect the area of the library from dust, damp- 
ness, insects, rodents, etc. 

13.6 For details of fire protection and safety, 
reference shall be made to IS 11460 : 1985. 

14 LIGHTING AND OTHER ELECTRICAL 
POINTS 

14.1 For details of principles and practices govero- 
ing good lighting of libraries, reference shall be 
made to IS 2672 : 1966 which also recommends 
the levels of illumination to be achieved by gene- 
ral principles of lighting. For daylighting, refer- 
ence shall be made to IS 7942 : 1976. 

14.2 The general lighting shall be such as would 
easily suffice the reader at the desk and between 
the aisles of the stacks when looking for a 
volume. 

14.3 While locating fan points and light points, 
care shall be exercised to see that the intervention 
of the shadow of the blades of the revolving fan 
does not further worsen the flickering effect of 
the fluorescent lighting. 

14.4 Adequate provision of plug points for ser- 
vicing with vacuum cleaners, sprayers, etc, should 
be provided at appropriate areas. 

14.5 Emergency lighting shall be provided at 
suitable points, for example! staircases, reading 
room, gangways, control region and bathroom. 

15 NOISE CONTROL 

15.1 Internal noise consisting generally of con- 
versation, frictional noise ( chairs scrapping the 
floor and the impact of heels on hard floor ) and 
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mechanical noises ( from book hoists and type- 
writers ) shall be controlled effectively, for exam- 
ple, by using noise absorbing materials in ceiling, 
walls, floors and partitioning surfaces. 

15.1.1 All legs of movable furniture should be 
provided with rubber shoes. The book trolleys 
should be with rubber tyres. 

15.2 The maximum acceptable noise level in a 
library should be 40 to 45 dB. 

IS 1553 : 1989 

15.3 For details of methods for achieving noise 
reduction and sound Insulation, reference shall be 
made to IS 1950 : 1962. 

16 AIRCONDITIONISG 

16.1 Provision for airconditioning to maintain 
uniform temperature of 22kl”C and relative 
humidity at SO & S percent round the clock 
throughout the year for at least the storage space 
where rare books, manuscripts and similar 
irreplaceable materials are stored, shall be made. 

ANNEX A 

( Clause 2.1 ) 

LIST OF REFERRED INDIAN STANDARDS 

IS No. 

IS 1172 : 1983 

IS 1642 : 1988 

IS 1950 : 1962 

IS 2661 : 1978 

IS 2672 : 1966 

Title 

Code of basic require- 
ments for water supply, 
drainage and sanitation 
( third revision ) 

Code of practice for fire 
safety buildings 
( general ) ofDetails of con- 
struction ( jirst revision ) 

Specification for sound 
insulation of non-industrial 
buildings 

Specification for mobile 
library van (first revision ) 

Code of practice for 
library lighting 

IS No. 

IS 7662 (Part 1) : 1974 

IS 7942 : 1976 

IS 8338 : 1976 

IS 11460 : 1985 

Title 

Recommendation for 
orientation of buildings : 
Part 1 Non-industrial 
buildings 

Code of practice for 
daylighting of educational 
buildings 

Recommendations rela- 
ting to primary elements 
in the design of school 
library buildings 

Code of practice for fire 
safety of libraries and 
archives 

ANNEX B 

( Clause 3.1 ) 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN 

B-l MONUMENTAL VERSUS FUNCTIONAL in a library building. 

B-l.1 Whenever a conflict arises between monu- 
B-2 DESIGN FOR OPEN ACCESS 

mental and functional design and one of these B-2.1 A library buildingdesigned for ‘open access 
has to give way to the other, the functional re- system’ can also serve a ‘closed system’ but the 
quirements ,should be given greater weight in the converse is not true. Therefore and in view of 
design of the library building, This would parti- the world trend towards ‘open access system’, the 
cularly indicate the undesirability of having cir- design for a library building should be as for 
cular, square, butterfly and similar type of design ‘open access’. 
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IS 1553 : lYR89 

B-2.1.1 The following are some of the implications 
of this: 

a) One entrance and one exit should be pro- 
vided for the public at the counter so as 
to be under the control of the circulation 
staff within the counter enclosure. 

b) It should be secured that there is no means 
for passing of books between the readers 
in the entrance or exit gangway and those 
inside the library. 

c) Doors and windows should be protected 
with wire fabric for safety of books. 

d) The circulation within the building should 
be designed in such a way that the readers 
are not distracted by the traffic and that the 
catalogue room and the stack room are 
within the closest reach possible from the 
counter. 

NOTE -The seating of the readers in any reading 
room should be such that no reader is made to face 
the general or the main flow of traffic. 

4 

f-1 

d 

The height of a unit book rack should be 
such that the books in the topmost shelf 
can be .easily picked out by a person of 
normal height standing on the floor. 

Each window in the stack room should 
have the maximum possible area so as to 
admit maximum possible natural light in 
the cross gangway facing it. 

Each window in a reading room should be 
so placed as to throw sufficient natural light 
on the reading table from the left and 

h) 

the back of~the readers sitting in a line at 
right angles to it. 

Provision should be made for research 
cubicles, one for each reader, to have a 
quiet enclosure, all for himself, in which 
he can keep. his reading materials for 
several days. 

B-3 DIMENSIONS 

B-3.1 The basic dimensions of a library building 
shall be in multiples or submultiples of 100 mm 
module. The dimensions concern every piece of 
library furniture - the small primary charging 
tray, the final charging tray, the primary work 
box for the sections, the trays in the work tables, 
the work tables themselves, the catalogue cabinets, 
the book trolleys, the book racks, the window 
sills, the reader’s tables, the circulation counter, 
the turnstile of the circulation counter, the height 
of the book rack, the height of the windows and 
doors, etc. The dimensions of each of these 
should register with one another. The cost of 
production, servicing and replacement-will swell 
unnecessarily if they do not all conform to 
modular standard dimensions. Economy of space 
and comfort to reader are the deciding factors 
in fixing the various dimensions. Special attention 
should also be given to economical storage and 
proper protection of books. 

B-3.2 Without prejudice to any further innovative 
design, it should be possible to conform to the 
principles of modular coordination, dry construc- 
tion, standardization and simplification of the 
elements of a library building and its fittings and 
furniture. 

  
  

 



Standard Mark 

The use of the Standard Mark is governed by the provisions of the Bureau of Indim 
Stunalzrds Act, 1986 and the Rules and Regulations made thereunder. The Standard Mark on 
products cohered by an Indian Standard conveys the assurance that they have been produced 
to comply with the requirements of that standard under a well defined system of inspection, 
testing and quality control which is devised and supervised by BIS and operated‘by the 
producer. Standard marked products are also continuously checked by BIS for conformity 
to that standard as a further safeguard. Details of conditions under which a licence for the 
use of the Standard Mark may be granted to manufacturers or producers may be obtained 
from the Bureau of Indian Standards. 

  
  

 



Bureau of Indian Standards 

BIS is a statutory institution established under the &rrcau of Indian Standard! Act, 1986 to promote 
harmonious development of the activities of standardization, marking and quality certification of goods 
and attending to connected matters in the country. 

Copyright 

BIS has the copyright of all its publications. No part of these publications may be reproduced in 
any form without the prior permission in writing of BIS. This does not preclude the free use, in the 
course of implementing the standard, of necessary details, such as symbols and sizes, type or ,grade 
designations. Enquiries relating to copyright be addressed to the Director ( Publications ), BIS. 

Revision of Indiaa Standards 

Indian Standards are reviewed periodically and revised, when necessary and amendments, if any, are 
issued from time to time. Users of Indian Standards should ascertam that they are in possession of 
the latest amendments or edition. Comments on this Indian Standard may be sent to BIS giving the 
following reference: 

Dot : No. CED 10 ( 4393 ) 

Amendments Issned Since Publication 

Amend No. _ Date of Issue Text Affected 

BUREAU OF INDIAN STANDARDS 

Headquarters : 

Manak Bhavan, 9 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi 110002 
Telephones : 331 01 31, 331 13 75 Telegrams : Manaksanstha 

( Common to all 05ces ) 

Regional Offices : Telephone 

Central : Manak Bhavan, 9 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg 

NEW DELHI 110002 I 

311 01 31 
331 13 75 

Eastern : l/14 C. I. T. Scheme VII M, V. I. P. Road, Maniktola 
CALCUTTA 700054 

37 86 62 

North,ern : SC0 445-446, Sector 35-C, CHANDIGARH 160036 53 38 43 

Southern : C. I. T. Campus, IV Cross Road, MADRAS 60113 235 02 16 
-Western : Manakalaya, E9 MIDC, Marol, Andheri ( East ) 

BOMBAY 400093 
6 32 92 95 

Branches : AHMADABAD, BANGALORE, BHOPAL, BHUBANESHWAR, COIMBATORE, 
FARIDABAD, GHAZIABAD,.GUWAHATI, HYDERABAD, JAIPUR, KANPUR, 
PATNA, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM. 

Reprography Unit,BIS,New Delhi,India 
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